Blackjack 21 + 3
with Top 3
HOW TO PLAY
21 + 3 is a fun, exciting variation of the standard
casino game of blackjack. After making a wager on
the blackjack hand, you may make a side wager that
is based on a 3 card poker hand.
The side wager is a bet that your original two cards
combined with the dealer’s up card will combine for
a winning poker hand. If the three cards combine to
make a flush, straight, three of a kind or a straight flush
you win. All winning side wagers are paid 9 to 1.
The game is dealt like a regular blackjack game with
two cards to each player and one card up and one card
down to the dealer. At this point the dealer will take all
losing 3 card wagers and pay all winning wagers 9 to 1.
After all 3 card wagers are settled, the hand continues
with standard blackjack procedures. See Blackjack
gaming guide for all pay outs and rules.

For additional information, dealers are always at your service to provide more in depth
information abou tthe rules of all our games.
Must be 21. Gambling Problem? Call 1.888.BETS.OFF or visit www.888betsoff.org

Top 3
HOW TO PLAY
Top 3 is a second house banked optional proposition
wager used in the game of blackjack in conjunction
with the +3 wager. The Top 3 wager can only be
offered on blackjack tables with the +3 wager.
Top 3 is available only for 4, 6 and 8 deck shoe games.
Players can only make the Top 3 wager if they make the
+3 wager along with their blackjack wager.
The Top 3 wager is based on a three card hand using
the dealer’s one (1) up card and the player’s two (2)
initial up cards to form a three card poker hand.
Winning hands of Three of a Kind Suited, Straight Flush
and Three of a Kind are paid according to the poasted
pay table.
The outcome of the primary blackjack wager has no
bearing on the Top 3 wager and vice versa. A player can
win on one and lose on the other.
Other than the payment or loss of the proposition
wager on the player’s first two cards and the dealer’s
up card, there is no affect on the primary game of
blackjack and no changes in dealing procedures or
player strategy.
The side wager is a bet that your original two (2) cards
combined with the dealers up card will combine for a
winning hand. If three cards combined make a Three of
a Kind Suited 270 to 1. A Straight Flush 180 to 1, Three of
a Kind 90 to 1.

